New Acquisitions for October 2021

**KF245 .B58 2020**
Subject: Citation of legal authorities – United States.
Subject: Annotations and citations (Law) – United States.
Subject: Law – Abbreviations.
*Location: Reserve*

Title: Jeffrey Gilbert on property and contract / Jeffrey Gilbert; edited for the Selden Society by Michael Lobban, F.B.A. (Professor of Legal History, London School of Economics and Political Science).
Subject: Property – Great Britain – Early works to 1800.
Subject: Property – Great Britain – History.
Subject: Contracts – Great Britain – Early works to 800.
*Series: The publications of the Selden Society; volume CXXXIV-CXXXV*

**Rpts. Scot C2 S23 v.67 (2020)**
Title: Miscellany eight / by various authors ; edited by A.M. Godfrey, Professor of Legal History, University of Glasgow.
Subject: Law – Scotland – History.
Subject: Courts – Scotland – History.
Subject: Stair Society – History.
*Series: The Stair Society.*
KZ6471 .B47 2021
Title: International human rights law beyond state territorial control / Antal Berkes, Brunel University London.
Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Human rights.
Subject: Humanitarian intervention.
Series: Cambridge studies in international and comparative law ; 156.

K3832 .K36 2021
Title: International investment law and legal theory : expropriation and the fragmentation of sources / Jörg Kammerhofer, University of Freiburg.
Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: International commercial arbitration
Subject: Eminent domain (International law)
Subject: Investments, Foreign (International law)
Series: Cambridge studies in international and comparative law ; 158.
**K3585 .A46 2021**

**Title:** The League of Nations and the protection of the environment / Omer Aloni, Bar-Ilan University.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Environmental law--History--20th century.
Subject: Environmental protection--History--20th century.
Subject: League of Nations.


---

**KZ7235 .S39 2021**

**Title:** Marketing global justice : the political economy of international criminal law / Christine Schwöbel-Patel.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: International criminal law--Public opinion.
Subject: International criminal law--Marketing.
Subject: International Criminal Court.

Title: Preclassical conflict of laws / Nikitas E. Hatzimihail, University of Cyprus.
Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Conflict of laws--History.
Subject: Bartolo, of Sassoferrato, 1313-1357.
Subject: Huber, Ulrik, 1636-1694.
**K3242 .S53 2021**

Title: *Minorities and the making of postcolonial states in international law* / Mohammad Shahabuddin.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.

Subject: Minorities--Legal status, laws, etc.

Subject: Minorities--Developing countries.

Subject: International law.


---

**KZ6396 .M33 2021**

Title: *The crime of aggression under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court* / Carrie McDougall, The University of Melbourne.

Publisher info: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.

Subject: International Criminal Court.

Subject: International crimes.

Subject: International Criminal Court.

*Series: Cambridge studies in international and comparative law; 155.*
**KJC510 .A15 L39 no.68**

Title: *Formalism, decisionism and conservatism in Russian law* / by Mikhail Antonov.

Publisher info: Antonov, Mikhail, (Leiden ; Boston : Brill Nijhoff, [2021])

Subject: Law--Russia (Federation)--Philosophy.

Subject: Human rights--Russia (Federation) Civil rights--Russia (Federation)

*Series: Law in Eastern Europe ; no. 68.*

---

**K3830 .K36 2021**

Title: *New legal approaches to studying the Court of Justice : revisiting law in context / edited by Claire Kilpatrick and Joanne Scott.*

Publisher info: Kilpatrick, Claire, (Oxford, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Oxford University Press, 2020.)

Subject: Law--Study and teaching--European Union countries.

Subject: Political questions and judicial power--European Union countries.

Subject: Court of Justice of the European Union.

*Series: Collected courses of the Academy of European Law ; v. 28/1.*
KZ6422 .U63 2020
Title: Neutrality in contemporary international law / James Upcher.
Subject: Neutrality.
Subject: War (International law) Guerre (droit international)
Series: Oxford monographs in international law.
KJE947 .C66 2021
Title: Contemporary challenges to EU legality / edited by Claire Kilpatrick and Joanne Scott.
Subject: Law--European Union countries.
Subject: Law.
Subject: European Union countries.
Series: Collected courses of the Academy of European Law ; v. 29/1.

KJE1640 .H47 2021
Title: Justifying contract in Europe : political philosophies of European contract law / Martijn W. Hesselink
Subject: Contracts--European Union countries.
Subject: Contracts.
Subject: European Union countries.
Series: Collected courses of the Academy of European Law ; v. 30/1.
**K3240 .D386 2021**

**Title:** Reframing human rights in a turbulent era / Gráinne de Búrca.

**Publisher info:** Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, 2021.

**Subject:** Human rights.

**Subject:** Human rights advocacy.

**Subject:** Case studies.

**Series:** Collected courses of the Academy of European Law ; v. 28/2.

---

**HM883 .P758 2020**

**Title:** Protest and dissent / edited by Melissa Schwartzberg.

**Publisher info:** New York : New York University Press, [2020]

**Subject:** Civil disobedience.

**Subject:** Democracy.

**Subject:** Political culture.

**Series:** Nomos ; 62.
**Democratic failure**
Edited by Melissa Schwartzberg and Daniel Viehoff.
Subject: World politics--21st century.
Subject: World politics. Democracy--Philosophy.
*Series: Nomos ; 63.*

**Introduction to the Canadian law of torts**
Publisher info: Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis, Canada 2020
Subject: Torts – Canada.
Subject: Torts.
*Location: Reserve*
**Title:** The law of property / Robert Chambers.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2021
Subject: Real property – Canada.
Subject: Right of property – Canada.
Subject: Real property.
Location: Reserve

**Title:** Law as data : computation, text, & the future of legal analysis / Michael A. Livermore, Daniel N. Rockmore, editors.
Publisher info: Santa Fe, New Mexico : The Santa Fe Institute Press, 2019.
Subject: Technology and law – United States.
Subject: Big data.
Subject: Law – Data processing.
Location: Reserve
KE8440 .P33 2020
Title: The law of evidence / David M. Paciocco, Palma Paciocco, Lee Stuesser.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2020.
Subject: Evidence (Law) -- Canada.
Location: Reserve

KE4381.5 .S54 2021
Title: The Charter of Rights and Freedoms / Hon. Robert J. Sharpe (distinguished jurist in residence, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto), Kent Roach (Faculty of Law, University of Toronto).
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2021.
Subject: Civil rights -- Canada.
Subject: Civil rights.
Subject: Canada Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Location: Reserve
Title: The law of torts / Philip H. Osborne.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2020.
Subject: Torts – Canada.
Subject: Torts.
Location: Reserve

Title: Criminal procedure / Steve Coughlan (Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University).
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2020.
Subject: Criminal procedure – Canada.
Subject: Criminal procedure.
Location: Reserve
**KE850 .M33 2020**

Title: The law of contracts / John D. McCamus, Professor of Law Emeritus, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University.
Publisher info: Toronto, ON : Irwin Law, 2020.
Subject: Contracts – Canada.
Location: Reserve

**KEO1057 .O58 2020**

Title: Ontario courtroom procedure / Michelle Fuerst, Mary Anne Sanderson and Stephen Firestone, general editors.
Subject: Procedure (Law) -- Ontario.
Subject: Trials -- Ontario.
Subject: Conduct of court proceedings -- Ontario.
Location: Reserve